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PHRASEOLOGY – APPROACH   

This document is intended for simulation use only on the IVAO network! Do not use for real 

life or in other networks. 

 

In this document we will teach you to use the correct phraseology used in communication 

between an Approach controller and a pilot. At this stage you should already be familiar with 

the duties of a tower controller. The examples in this document are for reference only. 

Before starting with this document, make sure you have read the PHRASEOLOGY – GENERAL 

– DELIVERY – GROUND and TOWER documents. 

 

In the Brussels FIR is no Approach or departure position which can be taken by an AS1 or 

AS2. So this document is not made for beginners in acting as ATCo’s without any 

experience on a Ground or Tower position ! Due to this philosophy, the theoretical part is 

directly integrated in the practical part!   

 

APPROACH CONTROLLER 
ROL ES 

The Approach position are actually two positions merged in one callsign. Indeed, the 

approach controller is responsible of the departing traffics, which he will have to climb to a 

maximum Flight Level of 70 (at Brussels), and the arriving traffics which he will have to vector 

towards the runways. On IVAO, we use the callsign EBXX_APP for the Approach position. 

 

In case of events or when there is too much traffic, the positions of Departure and Arrival 

might be opened separately, only with the approval of XB-AOC.  

ARRIVAL  DUTIES  

The Arrival (Approach) controller is responsible for all IFR traffic arriving on airports located 

in his TMA and for all other traffic (IFR-VFR) which are crossing the TMA in the arrival sector. 

He’ll handle all traffic coming from ACC until they are on the final approach. An Approach 

controller can use altitude, speed and HDG techniques to assure the necessary separation. 

We’ll start with a general overview about which phraseology can be used to provide this 

service. After the overview, you can find some examples how it could be in a ‘real’ situation. 
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Normally, approach will do both departure and arrival so in that case the callsign is always 

approach independent of you’re talking as departing or arriving traffic. 

 

ST ANDARD VECT ORING 

All clearances are given in a structured an standard way in order to achieve a clear 

communication and so excluding mistakes. Like in all communication, a message begins with 

the aircraft callsign followed by an instruction or a combination of instructions. If more than 

one instruction is given in one message there is a sequence which should be respected to 

create a professional communication. 

 

1. Directional 

2. Altitude related  

3. Restriction related to altitude  

 

Try to make a message no longer than the combination of this three together. If you want to 

give another instruction for example, a speed restriction, do it in a second message. 

To make it clear and not too long for you, we start immediately with some examples. This 

will improve awareness and understanding. 

 

As you learned before, all numbers are said separately except altitudes.  

 

Down here you can find the theory translated in possible practical communication in an 

example format. We start with the basics in turning, descending and speed phraseology. 

In the notes, an explanation related to the example above is provided.  

 

As from page 5, you can find some examples of this phraseology used in a scenario between 

a pilot and ATCo. 

 

o BEL76T, turn right/left heading 160° 

 

o BEL1EW, descend to FL60 

 

Note: If you descend the aircraft on the TL, you have to mention that. Just say: 

BEL1EW, descend FL050 Transition Level. 
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Note: For communication only!: If the FL is below FL100, we just say FL60 and not 060. 

This is to avoid the pilot would mistake himself by flying HDG 060. 

BEL24G, Descend 4000ft, QNH1020 

 

Note: If you descend the aircraft below the TL (and TA), you will change over to feet 

Instead of FL’s and then you have to mention the local QNH. It’s enough to tell the 

QNH once. So when you clear the aircraft to 2000ft later on, you don’t have to 

mention the QNH again. 

 

o BEL8YB, Reduce speed 210kts 

 

o BEL15X, On present heading, cleared ILS approach runway 25L 

 

o BEL2288, Go around, I say again, go around follow standard missed approach 

Note:  ‘I say again’ or ‘I confirm’ can be used when it’s a not expected or non-standard 

instruction and you want to make pilot aware of it. 

o BEL501, Join the KERKY holding FL120  

 

o BEL501, Leave the FLO holding on heading 310. 

 

Note: This means that the pilot will complete his holding pattern and will fly HDG310 

after the holding fix (FLO) 

o BEL88F, report speed/vertical speed/heading/… 
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ADVANCED VECT O RING AND NON-ST ANDARD SIT UAT IONS 

When you’re comfortable with the standard vectoring methods, you can put the bar a little 

bit higher and set a next step in becoming  an experienced approach controller. 

 

o BEL3MR, for separation expect vector through the localizer 

 

Note: When the separation of the preceding is to less and you want him to overshoot 

the LOC to let him intercept via the other side to achieve the necessary separation. 

 

BEL7WS, Are you able… (2000ft/min, speed 330kts,…)? 

 

BEL9RL, Maintain vertical speed of 2000ft/min or more until passing FL060 

 

Note: This technique may be used when you notice that two aircraft might get into a 

conflict and you can avoid it with a certain vertical speed. This way you can for 

example avoid that a vector has to be given which often makes the approach longer. 

 

BEL7LY, 25 track miles to go, when ready descend 2000ft QNH XXXX 

 

Note: In real life, noise abatement and fuel saving becomes more important day by 

day. A continuous descend approach (CDA) is a very nice and comfortable technique 

which can be used to descend at IDLE thrust until +- 1000ft AGL. Of course both pilot 

and controller have to be familiar with the procedures as this requires a good 

knowledge of the aircraft performance.. In general 1000ft/3nm is a good rule but 

many other factors are to be taken in to account like wind, weight and eventually 

some miles for a speed reduction. Therefore FLO FL080 at speed 250kts is perfect for 

a CDA (8*3 = 24nm). FMC is your best friend! 

 

o BEL88T, Direct Bruno maintain FL060 upon reaching, traffic below. Expect further 

descend in 1 minute 

 

Down here you can find an example of an arrival of an standard and advanced vectoring of 

an aircraft. 
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E X A M PLE S  A R R IV A L :  

S TA N D A R D  V E CTOR IN G 

 ATC | Pilot 

 

 
Brussels Arrival Good day, BEL12F, Inbound FLO descending FL080 (speed 250) 

 

BEL12F, Approach, Radar contact, continue descend FL60, after FLO heading 290, 

Runway 25L 

 
Descend FL60 after FLO heading 290, Runway 25L, BEL12F 

 
BEL12F, Descent 4000ft QNH 1021, reduce speed 210kts or less 

 
Descend 4000ft QNH 1021, speed 210krs or less, BEL12F 

 
BEL12F, turn left heading 280, cleared ILS approach runway 25L 

 
Left heading 280, cleared ILS approach runway 25L, BEL12F 

- When the traffic is established and you’re sure you don’t need him anymore – 

(To avoid high workload for the pilot, at the latest 5nm final) 

 
BEL12F, contact Tower on 118.6 

 
Contact Tower 118.6, BEL12F 

 

ADVANCED VECT O RING  

 
Brussels Arrival Good day, BEL12F, Inbound FLO descending FL080 (speed 250) 

 

BEL12F, Approach, Radar contact, 35nm to go, when ready continue descent 4000ft 

QNH1021, continue present heading, number 1 for runway 25L,  

 

Roger, when ready continue descent 4000ft QNH102, we continue on present 

heading, runway 25L, BEL12F 

 
BEL12F, turn left heading 280, descent 2000ft, cleared ILS approach 25L 

 
left heading 280, descent 2000ft, cleared ILS approach 25L, BEL12F 

 
BEL12F, speed 160kts until OM, contact tower 118.6 

 
Speed 160kts until OM, tower 118.6, BEL12F 

 
Contact Tower 118.6, BEL12F 
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DEPARTURE DUTIES 

The Departure controller is responsible for: Departures, VFR/IFR Traffic crossing the TMA in 

the departure area. He will handle the traffics airborne till the vertical limit of his TMA before 

sending them to Brussels ACC. 

 

Same phraseology then approach can be used to provide separation. Down here you see a 

standard communication between departing traffic and approach/departure controller. 

E X A M PLE  D E PA R TUR E :  

 ATC | Pilot 

 

 
Brussels Departure, BEL987, CIV3C departure passing 2100ft 

 
BEL987, Departure, Identified, climb to FL70 

 
Climbing FL70, BEL987 

 

-A soon as from you don’t need the aircraft anymore on the freq. you can transfer him to 

ACC. A good altitude is 4000 to allow a continuous climb through FL070 - 

 
BEL987, Contact Brussels Control on 131.1 

 
Brussels Control 131.1 BEL987 

 

 


